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Hole in the Wall, that was the title of a famous song by Mel Waiters, the popular American 
singer from Texas, who was singing at the same time that Pink Floyd was making Roger 
Waters' Another brick in the Wall famous. 

But it is not this hole in the wall that I want to talk about here. Because in architecture, a 
hole in the wall is a lot. It is much more than it seems. It is a door or a window, or a niche. 
In architecture we dig a hole in the wall so that people can enter through it, and light and 
air and shadow. Or from the inside, to frame the landscape and bring it in, or so that 
Rembrandt can paint one of his great paintings, like the old man reading by a window. 

These openings, doors or windows, are usually quadrangular because of the frames with 
which architects then control what happens inside. The carpentries, which are usually 
practicable, mobile, are simpler to solve when they are quadrangular. 

The proliferation of round openings in certain contemporary buildings is due more to the 
formal whim of architects than to logic. They only complicate things. This does not detract 
from the fact that the most remarkable hole in the history of architecture is round: the 9-
meter diameter oculus of the Pantheon in Rome, which does not have, nor does it need, 
carpentry. Because through that divine oculus passes the sunlight, the air of the Roman 
spring, and even the birds, and with all of them beauty. 

But it is not the doors or the windows or the niches that I want to talk about here. I want 
to focus this text on what it means in architecture to excavate a solid wall and its 
consequences. The wall, as Professor Aparicio Guisado says in his beautiful book El 
Muro (The Wall), is the most basic element of architecture. 

When a hole is excavated in a wall, the hole is filled with darkness, with shadow. In 
architecture always, after each excavation operation, something similar to a miracle 
takes place. And if you keep digging, until you go beyond it, then doors or windows will 
appear. 

It happens something similar to what was said of the great sculptor Henry Moore: "he 
made his work of stone, bronze and hollow", of course, very clear. Henry Moore said: 
"The first hole made through a piece of stone is a revelation". [The first hole made 
through a piece of stone is a revelation]. And he was right. An architect knows well that 
to excavate a stone, to make a hole in a stone, is the way to make the mass of the stone 
visible, its stereotomic character. Moore knew well that excavating is an effective 
mechanism for revealing the beauty of the stone's gravity through excavating the mass 
with the shadow all the way to the bottom. 
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Of course, if we are referring to sculpture, we cannot fail to mention Bernini, one of the 
best architects in the history of architecture who, at the same time, was also a sublime 
sculptor and who understood these matters so well. His magnificent head called Anima 
damnata, besides being a manifesto of a torn cry of pain, is a manifesto of this hollow in 
the solid, hollow in the stone, hollow in the marble, which makes that deep shadow, 
above the fact described in that head, gives reason to be to that sculpture, resolves a 
universal theme of sculpture as creation. And of course, also of architecture. All of 
Bernini's marvelous architecture is a hymn to light, but also to shadow. 

The admirable Anima damnata was made by Bernini in 1619 for the Spanish court and 
is now in the Palace of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. It could be seen live in Madrid at 
the exhibition Las animas de Bernini. Art in Rome for the Spanish court, curated by Delfín 
Rodríguez and exhibited at the Prado Museum in Madrid in 2015.   

Of course, in the permanent collection of the Reina Sofia in Madrid, there is a head by 
Medardo Rosso entitled Bambina che ride whose resemblance to Bernini's Anima 
damnata is striking. Or the Head of Monserrat by Julio Gonzalez from 1942, now in the 
MOMA in New York, which would seem as if the great Spanish sculptor had had the two 
aforementioned sculptures in front of him. Because the central idea is the same: to 
excavate with the shadow the solid capable. In Bernini's case, in white marble. In Rosso's 
case, the head is made of plaster and wax. In the case of Gonzalez, cast in bronze. 
Excavating the solid with the shadow, sculpture, architecture? And the fact is that 
architecture and sculpture have many mechanisms in common. 

The sculptor, Oteiza wrote, "empties, excavates, penetrates". From outside to inside. 

The architect, I write, generates, creates, builds, from the inside out. 

In the most primitive architectures we already find this pulsation. Isn't the cave, the first 
architecture found and manipulated by man, an excavation in the rock full of shadow in 
order to be inhabited? 

There is a beautiful image by the photographer Laurent of the Baths with Heliocaminus 
of the Villa Adriana in Tivoli, where two large holes in the wall are superimposed 
vertically. The lower one corresponds to another large identical hole, aligned in such a 
way as to reveal the natural landscape in the background. The one above, full of shadow, 
of darkness, gives this image a certain pedagogical character that gives it the capacity 
to summarize all that I would like to express in this text. 


